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Abstract: It is purported that human trafficking is the third largest organised crime in the world and
that people can be rescued and set free from this crime. The sensationalism and heroism of a
rescue operation are prevalent in popular media, books, movies, and even online games. However,
what remains less known is the semantics of a rescue operation - the semantics of rescue
operations – What are the epistemic roots of their promise of freedom upon rescue? Furthermore,
how do workers feel about such operations, and how do they survive the process? This talk shows
that rescue replaces existing relations of patronage (between worker and employer) with relations
of paternalism (between NGO and workers). As a result, workers' lives continue to be dominated by
confinement, forced (im)mobility, societal oppression and stigma, economic dependency, and
bureaucratic denial of their existence. Based on a multi-sited ethnography of 30 state and civil
society officials as well as 30 rescued workers (sex workers and other informal workers), the article
builds on Michael Barnett’s definition of paternalism to provide a detailed study of the politics of
rescue operations and the resulting asymmetric relation between NGO and the workers, as it lies
within the international humanitarian governance order.
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